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contact Coachman directly on 3 occasions regarding a simple warranty part replacement since
August I also contacted RV Value Mart regarding the same issue. I know Coachman replies to
general inquiries since I received a response regarding a question on my trailer. But, crickets
when they have to provide warranty assistance. The part is a LED strip on the front of the trailer.
Since purchasing in June, it has become yellow so the left side shows distorted and the right
side is bright white. Probably Whatever you do, do not waste your time or money purchasing a
Coachmen or Forest River product. It will be in the shop more than you can use it. And the
customer service is absolutely horrible. We purchased new to have a warranty, but let me tell
you it is not worth it. They will lie lie and tell you they are sending items and never do. This is
the absolute worst company to deal with. Since the first week of purchase, we have taken it
back for repairs seven times. This doesn't include the current issues that still need to be
addressed. The following is a list of repairs made by our local dealer I have a copy of the service
repairs from them : 1. Master bedroom AC did not cool. Sliding door over the washer, insert
panels were constructed poorly with nails that stick out and scratched the finished wood every
time it passes. On our first camping trip, our FIRST stove caught fire while cooking due to the
front burner pipe coming apart and it melted the gasket and wires. We had sewage leaking due
to a faulty closing door on the black tank. The radio was faulty and the knob fell off. We had a
bent bracket on the main slide in the living area. The freestanding residential refrigerator was
not properly installed and fell forward into the counter during transit causing damage to
refrigerator doors they added a bracket but the fridge is still dented. The main slide in the living
room had a severe bow in the roof due to a bad seal and bad decking resulting in water damage
inside our cabinets. They had to replace the roof and decking on this slide. The kitchen faucet is
a terrible design and the button gets stuck every time you bump it and it sprays you. The
second one still does the same thing. It is a terrible design. We had water leaking around
shower and kitchen sink water poured into our cabinet under our sink because the caulking was
missing. Neither the factory nor the dealership caught that it was missing caulking. We recently
just had our third stove installed because the first one caught fire on our first trip. Then the
second had a propane leak. We have not had a working stove since April and were only able to
use it a few days. The C02 censors malfunctioned and did not detect the leak. Our bunkroom
would fill up with the smell of propane. We could even smell it back in our master bedroom. We
were staying at a park and they had a water leak, so we needed to use our water pump and fill
our freshwater tank. The valves are wrong and just sucks air. The wall paneling over the couch
will not stay attached to the cabinet and falls during transport. Warranty said they would send a
new piece of paneling but it never came. When we got home from the dealership having it
repaired again the paneling had already fallen back out. The shower is pulling away from the
wall in the bathroom. The dealership put rivets in to hold the shower in place. But it is still not
fixed. And the rivets look terrible. If I wanted a camper with a tacky shower, I would have bought
a used one that already had them. The bunk wardrobe doors were not properly installed, it was
missing screws in the hinges holes were not even drilled for them resulting in it falling during
transit denting the floor. Water pipes in the basement were not properly sealed and leaked
causing water in the basement. When my husband did his 6-month check on seals and caulking,
he noticed the decking on top of our mid-bunk was soft, and when it was replaced by the
dealership, we were told it was completely rotted. Why on earth would the decking be rotted on
2 slides????? On a new camper? We have rotted wood in our outdoor kitchen. The dealership

replaced the ceiling piece but not the bottom piece. We were later told it was because of the
type of seal that is used on this style of camper and water pools at the screw and goes in
underneath the seal, every time it rains. The back window leaked water in. She was going to
overnight us the stove and the water pump if they were in stock, and have a mobile unit install
the parts. After a few days and no response, she informed me she had a family member pass
away and was out of the office. I gave her a week and contacted her again asking about the
progress, and she said would check. I contacted her again the next day with no response, again
the next day, no response. I have left voicemail and text messages on her work and personal
number. I finally spoke with Tim, CSR, and he said he would check on the status and call me
back before the end of business today, and I received no response. I have been more than kind
and allowed time for a solution from a business that says they care about customer satisfaction.
These are not all normal "breaking in a new camper" problems you expect to encounter. There
are too many issues to overlook, especially when we are always finding new problems. This has
become a safety issue. I have small children. It will be a nightmare. We still are waiting for an
acceptable solution. Get buying tips about RV Manufacturers delivered to your inbox. We
purchased a Leprechaun Class C motor-home brand new from the local Coachmen dealer in
October To date it has miles on it and had 6 outings with 6 major system failures and has spent
more time at the dealer than with us. Here are some brief highlights: 1st outing miles from
home- Push outs will not operate. Dealer unable to help. Kitchen sink drain fell apart and leaked
inside the cabinet. Dealer not responding. Returned from trip in an unsafe condition of drivers
seat not able to lock in place and left at the dealer 3 weeks. Left with dealer 2 weeks stated it
was repaired. Dealer unresponsive. Called Quadra leveling system manufacturer to diagnose
the problem. Reset the system and still not working. Left with the dealer 3 weeks "no problem
found". Troubleshot with Quadra and replaced sensor and control panel then reprogrammed the
system with Quadra on the phone. Traveled to vacation and the system failed to retract and
used the Emergency retract again. The AC wiring to the interior dinette below and above, as well
as the TV bay outside has failed not a fuse or circuit breaker part of the GFCI circuit failed. The
sink drain once again has fallen apart, and upon departure the Leveling system has failed to
retract and took an hour of multiple tries to retract the leveling legs. The RV was plagued with
problems from the start. The right latch holding the door on the drawer broke off a few days
later because of screws missing on it. Also, we realized that every turn, slight or sharp would
cause every drawer to pop out, most prominently the drawer holding utensils and eating
supplies. There were constant kitchen sink leaks during our drives so we had to put a bowl
under it. There are a few slightly important nitpick flaws I noticed. The hooks on the upstairs
bunk bed can fall out randomly, collapsing the net and creating a dangerous situation where
people sleeping can fall out. The door slide on the screen door always slides out of the slide
area, misaligning it and making it unable to slide and rendering it useless. There are also a lot of
places where people can hit their heads. Also, the TV and radio systems barely worked, with the
indoor TV not even working and the outdoor TV only working when radio was on. Now on to a
huge issue that nearly cost us the trip. The slide out area for 2 of the 3 beds broke a few days
into the trip. We soon figured out that we needed to push the slide out in if it wanted to retract.
But on the positive, it drives and has working good electrical systems. Overall this RV is
plagued with issues, and I recommend it if you want to have a hard time with everything about
it. Purchased May Now a one month old unit. Design is amazing. However, The whole power
system was wired incorrectly. We have had it back to dealership twice 5 days so far. Service
tech did a good job, but he had to wait a whole day just to get Coachmen Engineering to work
with him. System is now working. It is great. This problem should have never passed QC to
leave manufacturing. There have been many examples of shoddy craftsmanship. We have
rebuilt all of the drawers and associated cabinets. One cabinet had a bunch of screws to
attempt to hold together split-out wood. In another cabinet the staples vibrated loose on first
trip. On the same trip the water heater quit working from one day to the next. We were miles
from dealership, they didn't know what to tell us over the phone. We attempted to call
Coachmen Customer Service. They don't answer the phone or return calls. Now miles from
dealer I tried to call the number for Forest River Parent Company they answer the phone but
don't talk to Coachmen customers. In desperation I called Dometic. Their Service person called
us and talked us through what to check, then how to test, then what part to purchase and where
to go get it again we paid for part. Fuses were missing we had to pay Ford to find and install
fuses. We purchased new so we would not have to deal with problems. We have worked on
issues almost daily! Love the concept and design. I own a Coachmen Catalina. When new it had
holes in roof. Took it to keystone rv in pennsylvania. They caulked the holes. Now the roof
fabric is loose. Coachmen extended the warranty. But if they would not repair it correctly under
the original warranty what good is that? Biggest piece of junk I have owned. Wish I never

purchased it. If you are thinking of purchasing a camper stay away from coachman!!!! This was
our third Motor home in 10 years. Well as others said the windows are noisy and will not stay
shut. These are the two large ones, Coachmen sent replacements and they leaked!! They sent
another batch of replacements, different with dual locks on them but they do not leak and are
quiet. The tail light are on their third set because they always leak or fail because of water
damage that gets inside of them. The front cab over running lights on their second set. The door
latch had to be shimmed so you could close the door without slamming it. Also it needed some
pretty good bending to make the bottom of the door stop rubbing. The bumper was put on
crooked and had to be really adjusted. The decals in several places had to be pocked with a pin
to remove air bubbles. And if you get in any wind past 5mph put it in cause it will get out of
alignment!! The Inside: Sawdust everywhere. Had to clean everything especially under
cushions!! Screws and staples left around on the floor and under things!! The water heater
leaked, and failed!! This turned into a big thing with leaky hoses and a bad control board. Along
with the constant rattle noise that I finally found that it was not mounted properly. The bathroom
smelled like pee all the time and guess what. The toilet was leaking where the top and bottom
go together!! Cabinets not aligned up well, along with the end pieces on the dinette that were
put on with more than one inch difference. The finish cover tape on walls where the panels
come together put on uneven. Staples are coming out all over the cabinets and need to be
carefully pushed in all the time!! They are the same color as the wood so I guess that made it
OK to them. The Serta mattress upgrade is a joke and goes flat all the time, but it is slightly
better than a stock one. And the fuse box door keep falling open all the time, had to put Velcro
in to solve that, now you pull the edge to get it open but it works. Window blinds and coverings
put on badly and not straight. The repairs go on and probably will never stop we always find
something every time we go out. Who paid for all of this: Well after calls and email over the
course from when it was delivered to now they did pay for the repairs. And sent all the parts, not
an easy task to get your money back from Coachmen but they do eventually send you your
repair cost. So the moral of the story do not buy a new Coachmen Motor home, get used
something that somebody has had all the factory problems fixed. Why do I say buy Coachmen.
Well we have a lot of experience and well better than most other brands. We just went to a large
RV dealer and looked at many brands and types and were surprised that Coachmen was on top
in the garbage can, I mean really surprised. New trailer and find a dent in right front corner.
Turned it in for warranty. Said we were the ones that put dent in roof. Which we didn't. Screws
pulled out of the press board. Cheap Don't even use real wood. Rejected warranty. These
trailers are cheaply made. It's extremely unfortunate to have post such a negative experience
that my wife and I have experienced in our new RV. We researched and visited numerous RV
shows and came to the decision in buying a brand new Chaparral RD. We just finished our last
week of vacation at the end of September and both the hot water tank and refrigerator once
again cease to work! We are the laughingstock of our campground because of our experience. I
am a Proud Owner of a Prism 24J. I have had several issues over the years and when I call
Coachmen, I always get a return call and advice on how to resolve my issue. Lately, I had a
crack develop in the Front Tinted Skylight. I told him my issue and he immediately went to work
looking for a replacement. He noted that the shells and skylight were not made at Coachmen,
but at Altec. Daniel followed through and found me the correct skylight and had it sent directly
to me. I received the skylight and had it replaced within 2 weeks from my call. Thank you Daniel
and thanks to Coachmen for standing by me! Coachmen became a brand of Forest River, Inc.
Coachmen has a full range of RVs, including motorhomes, toy haulers, fifth wheels and more.
Full line of products: Coachmen sells a full range of RVs. The series has six different floor plans
to maximize comfort and storage. They are designed for extended vacations. Coachmen Quality
Program: Coachmen takes pride in its commitment to quality. In the Coachmen Quality
Program, dedicated team members carefully inspect their products to make sure your RV meets
their quality standards. This program includes services like emergency refueling, towing and
locksmith service. One-year limited warranty: New Coachmen RVs come with a one-year limited
warranty for parts. Extra coverage may be available from retailers. Sharee Collier is a blogger
and RV lifestyle expert. She has explored the country while living and working on the road
full-time for five years. Sign up to receive our free weekly newsletter. We value your privacy.
Unsubscribe easily. Get trending consumer news and recalls. Sort: Recent. Most helpful. Filter
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Catalina. Original review: Oct. Get the news you need delivered to you Sign up to receive our
free weekly newsletter. Fuse box on a coachman catalina rv. Catalina legacy edition travel
trailers the coachmen catalina is a trusted name that provides a versatile line up of reliable and
affordable travel trailers. But its gone missing over the years. This video will offer you. However

you can test for a bad fuse to verify that is the problem. Also there is a fuseboxrelay box under
the hood with main fuses and some small fuses but i dont have a diagram for them. Fuse box
diagram for a coachmen mirada answered by a verified rv mechanic we use cookies to give you
the best possible experience on our website. I have no owners manual. Place a 12 volt meter at
the bare metal section on the top of the fuse. Purchased a coachman catalina having problems
getting heating system going from plug in electrical just bought two new batteries yesterday
and cant find fuse box any idea where else and what else could be the problem. Newer rv
distribution panel models will have lights underneath the fuses and if the light is on it is
indicating the fuse has gone bad. Pulling a rv trailer. The catalina legacy edition appeals to a
broad breadth of rv lifestyles ranging from weekend use all the way to extended use and just
about. Can i get a electrical diagram for a coachmen catalina slideout no voltage at switches but
runs if you put 12vdc direct answered by a verified rv mechanic. Where can i find the fuse box
for my e coachmen rv. Keystone rv center is happy to provide you with this video. However
coachmen used a fused circuit leading to a set of relays. Contact catalina jun 26 cars trucks.
F53 chassis fuse box locations. Breaker box wiring diagram for coachman catalina camper cars
trucks question. I may be looking for the wrong thing to begin with on a recent trip my stop
lightssignal lights quit working at the tow attachment point. I need to view some pictures of
breaker box and fuse box wiring for my catalina coachmen gsx 32ft camper. Either the fu
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se has blown over amp due to low battery or the room operation. Just purchased a coachmen
catalina motorhome class a and was wondering where the fuse box is located. By continuing to
use this site you consent to the use of cookies on your device as described in our cookie policy
unless you have disabled them. Where is the fuse box in a coachmen class c motorhome cant
find it in the manual leprachaun yes how do you answered by a verified rv mechanic. Show
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